Residual /s/ and /r/ distortions: the perspective of the speaker.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of residual distortions from the perspective of the speaker. Eighty adult speakers of Brazilian Portuguese with a distortion of the alveolar fricative /s/, the alveolar tap /[symbol: see text]/, or both, completed a questionnaire that documented their therapy history, awareness of the speech distortion, and perceived impact of the disorder. Only a small number of the participants reported that they received negative reactions to their speech and only a minority were of the opinion that their speech interfered with work or social life. Yet a considerable number were of the opinion that their speech was different from that of other people and felt insecure in speech situations. The results suggest that there is a high tolerance toward minor speech errors in present day society that may be related to the fact that such disorders are not at all rare.